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GRAY BARRETT
University of Oslo - University of North Carolina
Barrett will complete the first year of a two-year master’s program in Theory and Practice of Human Rights. He is interested
in how modern welfare states, particularly those in Scandinavia,
deal with the issues of immigration and human rights.

NANCY CARDONA
Norwegian Centre for Foreign Languages in Education - Fort
Lewis College
Cardona will offer student workshops that will allow students
to explore how Americans represent their history in popular culture, as well as workshops about electoral politics. Her
professional development workshops for teachers will include
techniques for teaching media literacy and using social media
and technology in class activities and assignments.
JOHN CARTER
University of Bergen - Seattle University
Carter will work with Norwegian mathematicians to develop
more accurate predictions for tsunami evolution by developing
new models of waves on shallow water. He will help derive,
study, and solve equations that allow varying bathymetry and
waves traveling in both directions. Predictions from these new
equations will be compared with data from physical experiments.
JOHN CERONE
Norwegian Nobel Institute - Tufts University
Cerone will undertake research on the legal and political dimensions of nuclear disarmament negotiations in their current
and recent historical context, using as a lens for this project
the nuclear disarmament cases currently pending before the
International Court of Justice.

GEORGE CHRISTIE
University of Oslo - Duke University
Christie will participate in a study of “the legitimate roles of the
judiciary in the global order.” He will focus on the increasing
number of basic questions of public policy and social morality,
as well as the allocation of public resources, that in the United
States and Europe are referred to courts by national constitutions and multi-national conventions.
DAVID CHURCHMAN
Norwegian Nobel Institute - California State University
Churchman will draw on statistics, policy analysis and social
science theory to compare two historic multi-power periods
with the present. He will propose characteristics of state and
non-state actors that incline them to choose war rather than
alternative solutions, and use stability analysis to identify missed
opportunities to avert war.
LAURA CREWS
University of Tromsø - Stanford University
Crews will investigate the impact of Arctic sea-ice decline, a
consequence of climate change, on the marine environment.
She will study how changes in annual sea-ice growth and melt
affect seawater chemistry and physics. Such effects are consequential to marine plants which feed the marine food web
(phytoplankton) and are important constituents of the global
carbon cycle.
EMMA DOENIER
University of Oslo - University of Wisconsin
Doenier will study the glutamate-glutamine cycle in two model
organisms:1) mice where an active transporter of glutamate
has been deleted in the entire cerebral cortex and 2) the
roundworm C. elegans. This research will improve scientific understanding of glutaminergic synapses and of the pathogenesis
of neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s and schizophrenia.

RACHEL ELLIOTT
Norwegian Institute of Science and Technology/Byåsen Upper
Secondary School - University of Texas
Elliott will help teach English and American Studies to secondary level and university students. She hopes to expand their
knowledge of English and American culture with a focus on
technology and digital education. She studied Norwegian at
university and plans to improve her language skills through
studying poetry and Norwegian environmental policy.
CHARLOTTE FISKEN
University of Bergen/Bergen Cathedral School - Pomona
College
Fisken will lead writing workshops for university students to
prepare them to write confidently and competently in English. She will also assist English teachers in an upper-secondary
school. Fisken is excited to learn more about the early childhood education system in Norway.
NISHANI FRAZIER
Norwegian Centre for Foreign Languages in Education - Miami University
Frazier will offer student workshops on US black history to
explain racial inequality and voting disenfranchisement past and
present, and to explore parallels between black migration in the
US and the current European immigration crisis. Her teacher
workshops will include the 1960s black freedom movement,
best practices in oral history, and Digital Black Studies.
KENNETH GALLANT
University of Oslo - University of Arkansas
Gallant will study the legitimate authority that the international
community exercises through international organizations like
the International Criminal Court and through the formation of
customary international law, in order to establish international
criminal law and apply it to individuals.

MATTHEW HOFFMAN
Centre for Rural Research/Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research - Cornell University
Hoffman will research community-based moose management using in-depth interviews to investigate why places
with the same rules and management structure sometimes
have different outcomes. This and other projects examining
cooperation in natural resource management form a part of
his broader focus on the sociology of rural landscapes and
livelihoods.
LYNN JANIK
Norwegian Centre for Foreign Languages in Education Hauser Junior High School
Janik will visit lower secondary schools throughout Norway
and offer interactive workshops on American culture, history and literature to Norwegian students. She will also offer
presentations on current best teaching practices, and hopes
to exchange ideas and engage in dialogue with Norwegian
teachers.
JOSEPH KENNEDY
Oslo School of Architecture and Design - Cornell University
Kennedy will be researching the construction techniques used
in traditional nomadic structures in order to design and prototype an affordable mobile housing unit for immigrant workers
and refugees. With the support of the resources at AHO, he
will apply contemporary Nordic industrial design sensibilities
to the needs of low-income families in compact living environments.
JACEK KUGLER
Norwegian Nobel Institute - Claremont Graduate University
Kugler will examine the commonly accepted notion that since
1945 nuclear deterrence has prevented another major war.
Challenging standard arguments of classical deterrence, he suggests that peace may be far more tenuous than we believe.

MARK LEDBETTER
University of Bergen - College of Saint Rose
Ledbetter will teach classes on early American literature
and culture, and on race, ethnicity, religion, and culture in the
American South. In addition, he will continue his research on
how we engage with images not merely through our eyes but
with the totality of our bodies; images are not a seen moment
but an embodied moment.
RACHEL LEHR
University of Oslo - University of Colorado
Lehr’s research is split between a review of Pashai language
materials in the archives of Norwegian linguist Georg Morgenstierne and an ethnography of language practices of
Afghan refugees in Norway. She will examine the intersection
of language and gender as identity markers over time and
across space.
JAMES MCMANUS
Norwegian University of Life Sciences/ Ås Upper Secondary
School - The Citadel
McManus will serve as an English Teaching Assistant. He hopes
to draw on his social studies education degree as well as his
mentoring and tutoring experiences to help students communicate effectively and reach their full potential both in and out
of the classroom. He is also eager to learn about the Norwegian education system and compare it to the U.S. system.
SOLVEIG MEBUST
University of Bergen - University of Minnesota
Mebust is researching the work of women as music activists in
Norway during the second half of the nineteenth century. She
investigates the work of Nina Grieg, Theodora Cormontan and
the Norsk Kvinnesaksforening to explore the interconnections
between music, marriage, business, politics, solidarity and feminism during this culturally rich period of Norwegian history.

SAGE MORISON
Norwegian University of Science and Technology - New York
University
Morison will be working on a project in the Kentros lab to
uncover the neural changes associated with encoding memory.
She will look at one of the parts of the brain to which memories migrate first from their starting point in “short-term memory”. She will analyze a massive amount of data now available
due to an exciting new technology utilized at the Kavli Institute.
JASON NELSON
University of Bergen - Griffith University
Nelson will explore and create electronic literature and poetry
using mobile devices, inexpensive robotics/drones, and other
portable interactive technologies. He will also teach and advise
students in the Digital Culture program.

ADAM PEPI
University of Tromsø/Norwegian Institute for Nature Research - University of Massachusetts
Pepi will study effect of bird predation on the population
dynamics of cyclically outbreaking geometrid moths in Arctic
birch forests in northern Norway. He will conduct several
field experiments in collaboration with a research group that
has been studying the long term dynamics of these moths, to
try to explain spatial and temporal patterns of outbreaks in
the region.
ERIN RIEGER
University of Oslo/Norwegian Centre for Minority Health
Research - Rice University
Rieger will study behavioral prevention strategies to address
the high prevalence of obesity among Turkish immigrant
women in Oslo. Specifically, she will perform semi-structured
interviews to better understand the barriers to and facilitators
of communication of obesity-related health information to this
population.

YVETTE SCHEIN
University of Oslo/Norwegian Institute of Public Health Brown University
Schein will study refugee health and integration in Norway
through the lens of latent tuberculosis infection treatment compliance. She will combine this data with qualitative interviews of
the refugee population to better understand refugee health experiences. Schein will take advanced community health courses
to supplement her research.
MIROSLAV SEKULIC
University of Bergen - University of Minnesota
Sekulic will work with Dr. Hans-Peter Marti to investigate interstitial fibrosis in chronic kidney disease and identify drivers of
this process. Renal fibrosis is an inevitable result of progressive
chronic kidney disease, and better understanding of the development and alteration of this process would allow clinicians to
better treat patients.
THOMAS SOMMERS
Norwegian University of Science and Technology - Amherst
College
Sommers will record electrical activity from a part of the
zebrafish brain, called the habenula, in a cutting-edge lab in
Trondheim. Observing electrical activity of the habenula
while simultaneously stimulating other parts of the nervous
system can help us to better understand the function of this
not-well-studied part of the brain, both in zebrafish and in
humans.
NORA UHRICH
University of Oslo - Saint Olaf College
Uhrich will research Norway’s response to victims of sexual
violence seeking asylum, examining transcripts from asylum
cases and interviewing government representatives. She will
interview refugee women who have been through the asylum
process to generate in-depth narratives to aid in understanding
the complex experience of refugees who are sexual violence
survivors.

CINDY VAN DOVER
University of Bergen - Duke University
Van Dover will engage in teaching, mentoring, and research
related to topics in deep-sea biology, in collaboration with her
colleagues at the University of Bergen. Her work will include
a review of the ecology of deep-sea ecosystems in the north
Atlantic Basin that host metal-rich seafloor massive sulfides of
commercial interest.
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